
 
 
 
 
 

‘The Fib on Achievement’ 
-by Rich Butnotfamous 

 
I. 
 

I. 
 

Am. 
 

You. 
 

Seems... 
 

Silly yes? 
 

Egotist denial. 
 

So boringly predictable... 
 

Shadows of each other we are incarnation. 
 

A frail fractal particulate of a mode of spirit called human being. 
 

My ghost id the shell,  
The watcher and the watched lends Hell to itself,  

Bereft of inner Heaven evens oddly out. 
 

Senses make an image of outside inside me,  
Of you of cars of trees,  

All me,  
This relentless refresh rate of reality,  

By the buzz of a Planck black hole matrix Resonant hologram fake. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

So casually a year is said,  
The gravity of such a word is meant,  
A whole planet has orbited the sun,  

A smaller word yet grander meaning,  
A nuclear planet maker spinning, 

Dust across a planar void spanning systems solar, 
Of gaseous magma boluses,  

Igneous,  
Harmonious,  

Beyond the fathoming of I. 
 

Fibonacci’s,  
Fib on achieving,  

Sequences,  
Of spiralling numerical sequins,  

Embedded lying in sunflowers and flu epidemics,  
Stock market trends and all forms of musics,  

Rented out again and again,  
As God the mathematician does pen, 

Reality through the eyes ears hands and heart mind of you,  
Calculus of us,  

Denominator of the dominant we,  
Brother algebra,  
Systemic sister,  
Formula father,  
Mobius mother,  

Each integral human of its constituent parts a cogito ergo sum. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Philosophise,  
Fill old sulphurous eyes,  

File Lucifer under I,  
Light bring to mind,  

Through thanks for times,  
Of dark in you alive,  

The memory’s wound,  
From grave to womb,  

Your existence simply a tomb,  
Of blood and flesh,  

And spirit enmeshed,  
In Gaia’s boon,  
Quirky quarks,  

Fleeting in dark,  
Vacuums inside stars,  

As well as the illusion that you actually have a heart,  
Delusional is your existence, 

A sensory, emotional, intelligent awareness,  
As far as you can see,  
Through microscopes  

And telescopes,  
The comets and isotopes,  
Just labels of the tangible,  

In the quantum realm entangled,  
Each other,  

Are brothers,  
That matter most,  

A higgledy piggledy Higgs mass verse,  
Is sung and boasts a playful universe,  

No rehearsal,  
One tone,  
One Way,  

One breath,  
One life,  

One death. 


